Product: Blinder HP-905 Laser Defense System

Price: MSRP ($ 599.00/$749.00/$899.00)

Model Types: Dual/Triple/Quad

Date: 8/24/12
Review:
The Blinder HP-905 is the newest laser defense system from
Blinder International. Blinder is one of the major laser defense
companies and has been innovating defense systems for over thirteen
years. After purchasing the unit I was pleasantly surprised with the
build quality of the system. I purchased the Quad unit which contains
4 sensor heads, CPU, Wiring Kit, and Instructions. The Dual system is
designed for frontal protection of LIDAR on cars and small SUV’s, or
front and rear protection on a motorcycle. The Triple system is
designed for larger cars and SUV’s. The Quad system is designed for
Front and Rear protections of cars, trucks, and SUV’s.

The installation of the Blinder HP-905 was easy with the most amount of time being spent on
the proper alignment of the sensor heads. The sensor heads need to be aligned pointing straight out at
the road and level. The leveling of the heads is very simple with the supplied square bubble level. One
thing to note is the Blinder CPU needs to be mounted in the cabin of the vehicle as it is not weatherproof.
The Blinder HP-905 is a compact laser defense system however, with its laser diode, provides a
high level of protection against current LIDAR threats. Blinder has designed the HP-905 to allow for

updates from new threats with it supplied USB update cable. This helps to ensure that the system will
never become obsolete.
I have had the system installed for about 2 months on my 2004 VW Passat and I have had
numerous laser encounters and have never been issued a speeding
ticket or pulled over. This system is a top performer in the world of
countermeasures and a good choice for anyone wanting protection
from speeding tickets. The CPU features customizable settings
which allow you configure the CPU to your desired settings. The HP905 has also implemented voice alerts to identify laser threats. The alerts are crisp and loud. The wiring
also supports the mute feature on many stereos which will help to ensure that you will hear the alert.
The CPU also contains the visual alerts in the form of flashing diodes when the system is activated.
With the costs of a ticket and raises in insurance premiums, this system pays for itself.

The Blinder HP-905 system is one of the best laser jammers on the market, the solid build will
make sure that the system lasts and its USB upgradable firmware will keep you protected from all of the
different laser threats that are on the market today and in the future. If I can answer any questions feel
free to email me at LaserCommandoECR@gmail.com.
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